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We give explicit analytical formulas for finding a signal with the known compact 
support from its spectrum known on a finite frequency band. (’ 1987 Academtc Press. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In many applications the following problems are of importance [ 11, [ 31. 
PROBLEM 1. Let 
(2x) ’ jR f(r) exp( -iwt) dt = F(w). - 00 6 w d 00. (1) 
-R 
Given R, wO, and F(o), -w,dw<~~, findf(t). 
PROBLEM 2. Let 
s ,,Rf(d ev( -pd dt = f’(p), OdpGh, (21 
Given R, h, and F(p), 0 6 p 6 6, find f(t). 
We construct explicitly analytically a sequencef,(t) such that 
Ilfdf) -f(t)11 = F(N) -+ 0 as N+x. (3) 
Here the norm is the L*-norm iff(t) E L* and C-norm iff(r) is continuous. 
Remark 1. If F(p) is given for O<a d p < b, then one sets p’= p-u 
and reduces the problem to Problem 2 with h’ = b - a in place of b. 
In Section II the formulas for fN are given. In Section III the proofs are 
given. 
In 1961-1965 a series of papers by D. Slepian, H. Landau, and H. Pollak 
appeared in the AT&T Bell Labs Tech. J., where prolate spheroidal 
functions were used to study Problem 1. 
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II. SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEMS 
1. The solution to Problem 1 is 
where 
fN(t) =Jmo F(o) hN(co) exp(iot) dw, (4) 
-wl 
h,(4=Jrn d,(t) exp( - iwt) dt (5) 
-cc 
(6) 
Here q B 1 is an arbitrary number, e.g., q = 1. Estimate (3) holds for the 
function (4). The function 
F,+(o) = (271-l jR fN(t) exp( -jot) df 
-R 
solves the problem of extrapolation of F(w) in the region 101 > wO. One 
has 
IIFN(~)-~(~)llL2(~m,co)‘0 as N+co. (7) 
Here F(w) is the (unique) analytic continuation of the function F(o) given 
on the interval [ -wO, w,,] onto the real axis - cc CO < co. 
Since the integral on the left side of (1) is an entire function of w, the 
function F(w) can be continued analytically on the whole complex o-plane 
and Eq. (1) has at most one solution. We discuss below the case of noisy 
data. 
2. The solution to Problem 2 is 
t(t)=~~F(p)H,(p-~)exp(pi)dp, 
where 
fL(d = GW’ jrn 4d.d exp( -k4 s 
-cc 
(8) 
(9) 
H,(p) = 0 if p > b/2 or p < -b/2, by the Paley-Wiener theorem [2], and 
d,(y)=(&)“* (1 +$)” {sin;~N+:q:y)~“)‘“+4, q3 1. 
Estimate (3) holds for the function (8). 
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3. The above solutions are given for exact data. Suppose the data are 
noisy, so that a function F,(w) is given (in Problem 1) such that 
IF,(o) - F(o)1 6 rl, - w0 Q o < oO. Then the function 
where N(q) is defined below, gives a stable approximation to f(r) in the 
following sense 
Ilf,(t)-f(t)ll~a(rl)-,O as q +O. (12) 
Here N(q) solves the problem 
qc(N) + s(N) = min = a(q), (13) 
where c(N) = j’li4u0 IhN(o)l do, E(N) = lIfNc,,) - f (I, and fNcrlj is defined by 
formula (4) with N= N(q). In order to explain this statement consider the 
estimate 
ll.f, -fll G llf, -fAyv)II + Ilfiv(~) -f II 
II1 
a3 
d (F, - F) AN(a) exp(iot) do 
il 
+ E(N) < qc(N) + E(N). (14) 
‘00 
Since E(N) -+ 0 and c(N) -+ co as N-+ co, one sees that if N(q) solves (13) 
then N(q) --t cxz as g -+O. If LX(~)= min,[qc(N) + E(N)], then Z(V) -+ 0 as 
q--t 0. This proves (12). 
A similar argument applies to Problem 2. The quantity c(N) can be com- 
puted, while E(N) can be estimated if one assumes a priori some 
smoothness of f (see, e.g., [ 1, p. 221]), so that one can get an estimate 
of NoI 1. 
Problems 1 and 2 are ill-posed. They are very sensitive to noise; the 
function cc(q) goes to zero much slower than q. 
III. PROOF 
We sketch the proof that estimate (3) holds for fN defined by formula 
(4). The proof of (3) for function (8) is similar. 
Multiply (1) by exp(iot) h,(o) and integrate over ( -wO, oO) to get 
f&)=J-XRf(t') d,(t- f') dt', 
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with 
d,(t) := (271))’ Jw” hN(u)exp(iot) dw 
-w 
(15) 
Note that the second formula (15) implies (5). If s,(t) is given by (6) then 
hN(m), given by (5), vanishes for w>oO and o < -a,, by the 
Paley-Wiener theorem [2], since s,(t) is an entire function of the complex 
variable t of exponential type wO, i.e., Is,(t)1 <c exp(o,)rl). Estimate (3) 
holds if s,(t) is a delta-sequence in L*( - R, R) and in C( - R, R). In [ 1, 
p. 2111, this is proved for the sequence (6) and its multidimensional 
analog. This completes the proof. 
Remark 2. In [l, p. 2111, the following estimate is proved: if 
If1 + If’1 Q 4 then 
If-f N -$!&+o($) I <- as N-co. 
This inequality can be used for estimation of E(N). 
IV. FORMULAS FOR COMPUTING INTEGRALS (4), (5). 
If one uses the formula [4, 11.2.2&21]: 
5 
m .rn 
r 
-cc 
~“e~iw’dr=~com-lsgn~, (17) 
makes the substitution t = (2N + q) r in (5) and uses the Newton binomial 
formula, one obtains after simple algebraic calculations 
1/2 N W+q)*” 
c ml=0 (4R’)“’ 
2Nfy 
x c (-1)*N+Y-m2 
j&-Y 
1 
WQ=O (2N+q-2m, - l)! 
x [oo(2m,-2N-q)-w(2N+q)]2N+Y~2”1-’ 
x sgn[oo(2m, - 2N- q) - (2N+ q) co] 
= f ‘y ’ ,,,,f*,‘- l Cm,m2m,0m, 
m,=O m2=0 VI,=0 
x sgn[oo(2m2 - 2N- q) - (2N+ q) co]. (18) 
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Here 
C-1) ZNfq-m2 
x (2N+q-2m, - l)! 
2N+qm~m'-l)(-1)""(2N+q)"' 
x {o~o(2m2-2N-q)}2N+4 2mlmm3~-‘, 
N! 
=m!(N-m)!' 
(19) 
Substitute (19) into (4) to obtain 
.Ldt)= 2 ‘“c’” 2N+yC2m’- ’ cm,m*ml~m2m,(f)’ (20) 
m,=o ml*=0 m,=o 
where 
F( Co) OP sgn[o,(2m, - 2N - q) - (2N + q) CO] P” dw, 
(21) 
= tnN)1’2 (2N + 4) 2W+I+W(-l)m2 1(2~+~-2~,)‘N+~ 2mI mu 1 
22N+y+2m~+1R2ml+1~2m,+m,+l 
0 (2N+q-2m,- l)! 
N(N-l)...(N-m, + 1).(2N+q)...(2N+q-m,+ 1) 
X 
.(2N+q-2m, - 1)...(2N+q-2m, -m3) 
m,!m,!m,! 
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